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5. DATA TYPES AND  OPERATORS 

1. What are data types? 

Data types are the means to identify the nature of the data and the set of operations that can be 

performed on the data. 

2. What are different data types in C++? 

There are three types of data types C++, 

a). Fundamental data type (built in Data types):  They are defined in the C++ compiler. They can not 

be further broken down. There are 5 types of Fundamental data types, 

 1). Char: They are symbols covered by the character set of C++ language. It uses only one byte 

                      of memory (storing in memory with its ASCII value).  

 2). Int  : Whole numbers without fractional part. It can be positive or negative, or zero. It uses  

                     two bytes of memory and can store whole numbers from -32768   to    +32767. 

 3). Float : They are numbers with fractional part. It uses four bytes of memory. It  can be  

                          represented either by scientific notation or mantissa exponential  method.  

 4). Double: It is used for handling large floating point numbers. It uses 8 bytes of memory.  

 5). Void : uses zero bytes of memory. 

b). Derived data types: They are derived from fundamental data types by some  

      grouping or alteration in size.  

     Eg. Array, pointer etc… 

c). User defined data types:  The programmer can define there own data types. 

  Eg.  Struct, enum, union, class etc.. 

3. What are variables? 

Name given to a memory location is known as variable. It is use to store and retrieve data. It have 

three part: a) variable name  b). Memory address(starting address of the allocated memory)  

     c). Content 

4. What are operators? 

Tokens constituted by predefined symbols that can trigger to carry out operation. The participants of 

the operation are called operands. The operators either be constant or literal.  

5. What are different types of operators used in C++? 

According to the number of operand used in an operation, three types operators 

a). unary: only one operand( eg +(positive),-(negative) 

b). Binary operator: Two operator(eg. Arithmatic, relational etc..) 

c). Ternary operator:  Three operators( conditional ? :) 

According to types of operation 

a). Arithmetic operators ( +, - * /, %) 

b). Relational operators( <,>, <=,>=, ==, !=) 

c). Logical operator: 

    and (&&):( Result will be true  only if both the combined expressions have true value) 

    or(||):Result will be true  only if any of  the combined expressions have true value )  

    not(!): To get the negation of the give expression 

d). input/out put operators: input(get from or extract operator), output (put to or  

      insertion operator) 
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e). Assignment operator: = (to assign a value to a variable). 

 

 

6. What are expressions? What are different types of expressions in C++? 

   expressions are composed of operators and operands. It is evaluated to get a  

       value(returning of value) 

On the basis of operators expressions can be divided into, 

a). Arithmetic expression: Expression in which arithmetic operators are used ( may be integer 

       or floating point expression) 

b). Relational expression : Expression in which relational operators are used 

c). Logical Expression :  ): Expression in which logical operators are used 

  In an expression , the values of the variable have constant values, the expression is known as 

constant expression. 

7. What is a statement? 

Statement is the smallest executable unit of programming language. It uses (;) as delimiter. All the 

statements except declaration statement are executable.  

8. What are different types of statements? 

There are mainly four types of statements, 

a). Declaration statements: It is used to declare the type of the variable or constant used in  

      the program. 

    Eg. Int   x, y ;  int a=10; 

b).Assignment statement: It is used to assign a value to a variable 

   eg. A=10;  b=c+d; 

c). Input statement: It allows the user to store data in the memory (RAM) during the program   

     execution. In C++ get from or extract operator(>>) is used for it. 

     Eg. Cin >> a; 

d).  Output statement: It allows the user to make available  the results  through any output 

       device.     In C++  put to or insertion operator(<<)is used for it.  

     Eg. Cout >> a; 

9. What is mean by cascading of I/O Operator? 

Multiple use of Input / Output operators in a single statement is called cascading of I/O Operator. Here 

the values are assigned to the variables from left to right. 

Eg. Cout << x <<y <<z;   cin >> x >> y; 

Assignment  

10. Fill the tables 

 

  

a b a<b a>b A<=b a>=b a!b a==b 

5 3       

x y X && y X || y !x !y 

0 0     

0 1     

1 0     

1 1     
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-8 -2       

7 10       

        

 


